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We propose an algorithm for computing real-time observables using a quantum processor while
avoiding the need to prepare the full quantum state. This reduction in quantum resources is achieved
by classically sampling configurations in imaginary-time using standard lattice field theory. These
configurations can then be passed to quantum processor for time-evolution. This method encounters
a signal-to-noise problem which we characterize, and we demonstrate the application of standard
lattice QCD methods to mitigate it.
Nonperturbative computational methods for quantum
field theories are limited by an inability to access real-
time observables, such as conductivities and viscosities.
Stochastic methods (in particular lattice QCD) suffer from
a maximally bad sign problem [1], whereas deterministic
methods are infeasible due to the exponential growth of
the Hilbert space with volume. The creation of quan-
tum processors promises access to these nonperturbative
observables: quantum processors, unlike their classical
counterparts, can efficiently represent and manipulate the
exponentially large Hilbert space.
A natural way to simulate a quantum mechanical sys-
tem on a quantum processor is to map the physical Hilbert
space to that of the processor, and then perform unitary
operations that mimic time-evolution [2]. This strategy
works for lattice-regularized quantum field theories [3–6].
The primary theoretical difficulty for such simulations is
efficiently creating the initial, strongly-coupled quantum
state on the quantum processor. Current algorithms for
this state preparation step are expensive to implement
(usually dominating the circuit depth of simulations), dif-
ficult to analyze, and often unlikely to generalize. In
particular, preparing scattering states requires substan-
tial complexity [7–14]. Consequently, many works have
studied the problem, of which [15–18] is a small sam-
ple. Here, we show how to offload this step to a classical
computer, reducing the quantum circuit depth.
In [16], two of us argued that preparing the full quantum
state on a quantum processor was unnecessary. Instead,
the quantum processor could be used as a black-box
oracle for calculating real-time matrix elements between
basis states which are sampled based on a classical Monte
Carlo calculation of the density matrix. However, that
method relied on Density Matrix Quantum Monte Carlo
(DMQMC) [19] which is unwieldy for lattice field theory.
In this Letter, we present a simpler algorithm using
standard tools from lattice field theory for the classical
portion of the computation. The algorithm proceeds as a
Monte Carlo calculation in Euclidean lattice field theory,
invoking a quantum processor only to compute matrix
elements of time-dependent operators. Our method suffers
from a classical signal to noise (StN) problem of a more
general kind than the usual Parisi-Lepage type [20, 21].
Existing lattice field theory techniques can address this
StN problem. We discuss some of these modifications
and their incorporation into our algorithm if necessary for
evaluating real-time correlators on near-term processors.
Consider a thermal state given by a density matrix ρ ≡
e−βH0 with a Hamiltonian H0 and inverse temperature β.
Of interest is the response of this state to time-evolution
by eiH1t (H1 need not be close to H0). The expectation
value of O(t) ≡ eiH1tOe−iH1t is given by:
〈O(t)〉 = Tr e
−βH0O(t)
Tr e−βH0 =
∑
i,j ρjiO(t)ij∑
i ρii
=
(∑
i,j ρjiO(t)ij∑
i,j ρij
)( ∑
i ρii∑
i,j ρij
)−1
≡ 〈O(t)〉ρ〈δij〉ρ (1)
where ρij and O(t)ij respectively denote matrix elements
〈Ψi| ρ |Ψj〉 and 〈Ψi| O(t) |Ψj〉, with the Ψi states in a ba-
sis easily prepared on the quantum processor. Critically,
the basis states are cheap to prepare. The notation 〈·〉ρ
denotes expectation values sampled from the distribu-
tion ρij ≡ 〈Ψj |ρ|Ψi〉. The overall normalization 〈δij〉ρ
measures the weight of
∑
i ρii; while often unneeded, an
efficient classical procedure for it is in the appendix.
The connection between Eq. (1) and lattice field theory
may be seen via the Schwinger-Keldysh formalism [22, 23],
where 〈O(t)〉 is given as a path integral in both real time
t and imaginary time τ :
〈O(t)〉 = 1
Z
∫
DΨ eiSSK [Ψ] O(t) (2)
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FIG. 1. Two schematic views: (left) the Schwinger-Keldysh contour in the complex time plane with the τ path integral ( )
discretized with lattice spacing ∆τ and the t path integral ( ) trotterized with step ∆t. ( ) are the matching points between
the two path integrals, while ( ) correspond to inserting O (right) cartoon of how the StN can be improved through smearing,
2[Ψ] = Ψ˜, and interpolators P permit the preparation of configurations overlapping with non-thermal states
where SSK =
∫
dtL1[x]+
∫
dτL0[x] ≡ S1[Ψ(t)]+S0[Ψ(τ)]
is integrated along a contour C in both t and τ , shown on
the left of Fig. (1). This closed contour can be decomposed
into coupled open contours that are purely Minkowski and
Euclidean, respectively1. These open contours correspond
to the matrix elements ρji and O(t)ij , and the states at
the ‘corners’ of the SK contour are Ψi and Ψj . To recover
Eq. (2), one takes a sum over these states.
The matrix elements of O(t) may be efficiently com-
puted on a quantum processor [24–28]. The elements of
ρ correspond to the Euclidean part of the path integral,
with state Ψi at the bottom of the temporal direction and
Ψj at the top. Standard lattice field theory is an effective
technique for calculations involving this object. For oper-
ators O diagonal in the computational basis, the the sum
over j in Eq. (1) may be eliminated, and the expectation
value 〈O〉 is evaluated by sampling with respect to the
diagonal of ρ. In contrast, the time-evolved O(t) is far
from diagonal in our basis, and so we must retain the
sums over both Ψi and Ψj .
Thus, in Eq. 1, the physical expectation value 〈O(t)〉
is written as a ratio of two expectation values taken with
respect to the full density matrix (i.e., the distribution on
pairs of states given by ρij). When sampling with respect
to the diagonal of ρ, one requires that the Ψi = Ψj ,
thus imposing periodic boundary conditions (PBC) in τ .
When sampling from the full ρ instead, both the Ψi and
Ψj are summed over, corresponding to open boundary
conditions (OBC). Between these, the operator O(t) is
inserted by querying the quantum processor for O(t)ij .
OBCs in lattice QCD were first proposed in [29] to
study topology and autocorrelation. Other uses were
1 Since the path integrals have different arguments T,H1,∆t, etc.
versus β,H0,∆τ, etc., renormalization factors will generally differ,
and must be computed separately.
spectroscopy [30], scale setting [31], and topological sus-
ceptibility [32]. We advocate their use to compute O(t).
Our algorithm, then, is to perform a classical lattice
Monte Carlo with OBC, coupled to a quantum processor
which evaluates O(t)ij on each configuration (with Ψi and
Ψj the initial and final τ -slices of the Euclidean lattice).
We stress that the imaginary time evolution is performed
on the classical machine, and the quantum processor only
needs enough qubits available to store a single state (i.e.
a single timeslice of the Euclidean lattice).
So far, the discussion has focused on thermal states.
Using Euclidean lattice techniques, we can extend to other
states. With configurations sampled from ρ, Euclidean
observables are equal to sums over complete set of eigen-
states |n〉 with weights e−Enβ . If we want the matrix
elements 〈ψ|O|ψ〉 of a particular state |ψ〉, it is necessary
to isolate it from all other states. When |ψ〉 is the lowest
state with the quantum numbers of some projection oper-
ator P , the procedure is simple: insert a source P and a
sink P † between ρ and O, and consider large τ :∑
n
〈n|P †ρP |n〉〈n|O|n〉
= 〈ψ|O|ψ〉〈ψ|P †P |ψ〉e−Eψτ +O(e−∆Eτ ). (3)
where exponentially-suppressed corrections come from
other eigenstates, |n〉, that overlap with P . To extract
〈ψ|O|ψ〉, one notes that 〈ψ|P †ρP |ψ〉 can be obtained from
a two-point correlator 〈P †(τ)P (0)〉. This method can
initialize the quantum processor with configurations that
overlap with the desired state, avoiding direct preparation.
While these procedures are theoretically sound, in prac-
tice there are StN problems. This can be seen from Eq. (1)
— at nonzero β, ρij is generally nonzero between any Ψi
and Ψj . Therefore 〈δij〉ρ =
∑
i ρii/
∑
i,j ρij ∝ e−V where
V is the spatial volume. This is itself not a problem:
this overall normalization can be disregarded or measured
efficiently as discussed in the appendix. However, the
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FIG. 2. Average value of the signal-to-noise over early (t ∈
[0, 0.1]) and late (t ∈ [5, 15]) times, at two inverse temperatures
β. The StN decreases exponentially with the size of the system,
and is larger for higher temperatures where ρ is near-diagonal.
physical expectation value 〈O(t)〉 should approach a con-
stant value in the infinite-volume limit, which implies that
〈O(t)〉ρ must itself be exponentially small in the volume.
As long as typical O(t)ji are not exponentially small in
the volume, this will constitute a StN problem.
At short times, this StN problem is due to O(t) having
few non-vanishing matrix elements — an overlap problem
between O(t)ij and ρji. For an observable chosen such
that O(0) is diagonal, there are ∼ eV non-vanishing ele-
ments, out of ∼ e2V total. The nonvanishing ρij are thus
sampled exponentially infrequently by the OBC Monte
Carlo. At longer times, the generic matrix element is
nonzero, and the StN problem arises instead from fine
cancellations between positive and negative elements.
We demonstrate this by computing the StN(t) of O(t),
defined as the ratio of the mean to the standard deviation
of the random variable O(t)ij sampled from ρij/
∑
k,` ρk`.
For this example, the one-dimensional ferromagnetic
Heisenberg model H = −J∑i,α σαi ⊗ σαi+1 with coupling
J = 1 is simulated with N ∈ [4, 12] sites. The StN(t) of
the spin-spin correlator O(t) = σz1(0)σz1(t) acting on one
spin, averaged over early and late times, is in Fig. 2.
A variety of methods can reduce the StN in practice. In
DMQMC, the StN problem requires exponentially large
samplings to sufficiently populate ρ [19]. To mitigate
these large resource requirements, the authors reweighted,
reducing the probability of sampling far from the diagonal
of ρ. This was sufficient for the time-independent S =
1/2 antiferromagnetic Heisenberg model. We expect an
analogous method is effective in countering the short-time
StN problem, where O(t)ij vanishes far from the diagonal.
The severity of the StN problem is basis-dependent,
which suggests that performing these calculations in a
different basis can alleviate the issue as well. In the
eigenbasis of H, ρ is diagonal and 〈δij〉ρ = 1. One illus-
trative example is that of free fields. For a free theory,
the eigenbasis of the Hamiltonian is the momentum ba-
sis, and therefore computations in this basis will have no
StN problem. For strongly-coupled theories, finding the
eigenbasis is unlikely, but physical intuition may motivate
bases with better scaling with reduced noise.
Another path to alleviating the StN problem is reducing
the dimension of ρ. To do so without affecting the IR, we
must wisely remove states from ρ. For gauge theories, the
number of group elements n can be infinite (e.g. SU(3))
or merely gigantic (e.g. discrete groups like S(1080),
suggested to approximate SU(3) [33]). In this case, a pure
gauge lattice has nV states in the computational basis
and the dimension of ρ is n2V , with some fraction gauge-
invariant. The StN is naively 〈δij〉ρ ≈ nVn2V . However,
this large density of states is dominated by UV lattice
artifacts, particularly in (3 + 1)d, which do not contribute
to IR physics. Thus, these states can be elided without
altering physical measurements.
Smearing methods use projection operators to smooth
the field configurations in lattice QCD. These can be
thought of as space or spacetime averaging for gauge
theories which removes UV lattice artifacts, reducing the
number of states to neff < n. Thus ρ→ ρeff , the size is
reduced to n2Veff , and the StN improves to 〈δij〉ρeff ≈ n−Veff .
For gauge fields, smearing methods include APE [34],
HYP [35], and Stout [36]. For fermionic fields, techniques
include Wuppertal [37] and Jacobi smearing [38], which
the free fermion kinetic energy to smooth. Finally, the
recent development in momentum smearing for moving
hadrons [39, 40] will prove useful for extracting scattering
data from a quantum processor.
Low-lying physical states also contribute to the StN
problem. Parisi [20] and Lepage [21] recognized that while
|ψ〉 is the lowest state in 〈P †(τ)P (0)〉, it need not be low-
est for the variance, estimated by 〈P †(τ)P (0)P †(0)P (τ)〉.
For example, the proton, p, is the lowest state overlap-
ping with a 3 quark P3q operator. For the variance, the
lowest state is instead 3 pions, 3pi. This implies that the
StN for proton observables scales ∝ e−(Ep− 32Epi)τ at long
τ . Together with excited states, this limits the τ range
to a “golden window” where properties can be robustly
extracted. Practitioners extend this window by another
method, improved interpolators, which removes excited
states, variance-overlapping states, or both.
The idea of improved interpolators is to build pro-
jection operators P˜ from multiple P having the correct
quantum numbers and spatial distributions to improve
state overlap. This was done early on variationally [41]
and recently with more complex methods like distilla-
tion [42]. Distillation has aided the calculation of a wide
range of observables: multi-hadron states [43], excited
state spectra [44], coupled-channel resonances [45], and
nucleon charges [46]. In a few cases, improved interpola-
tors directly addressed StN issues [47–49]; we highlight
the intuitive discussion in [50]. These interpolators are all
usable with our method. Quantum processors may also
prove useful in finding improved interpolators [51].
4TABLE I. Summary of the fractional uncertainties in determi-
nation of 〈Re TrP1(t)〉
Source α = 0.0 α = 0.7
Classical Statistics 2.3% 2.0%
Quantum Shots 1.3% 1.0%
〈δij〉ρ 1.8% 1.6%
Trotterization 2.5% 2.5%
Put together, these techniques reduce the StN problem
of our method. This is done by including smearing 2 or
improved interpolators P˜ leading to
〈ψ|O(t)|ψ〉 = Tr P˜
†2†e−βH02P˜ eiH1tOe−iH1t
Tr e−βH0 . (4)
Since the StN scales like e−V , for large V , this may prove
necessary, although for problems amenable to current re-
sources, its use is limited. One may also imagine smeared
H1 at the expense of circuit depth to reduce errors.
As a demonstration, we simulate the D4 gauge theory
with the Wilson action of [5] (right of Fig. 3), which needs
12 qubits for the 84 states and 2 ancillary qubits. The
Euclidean calculation had Nτ = 10 and Wilson coupling
βW = 0.9, chosen near the βW → ∞ ground state with
the gauge-invariant projection of all Ui = 1. We sampled
2× 104 configurations separated by 10 steps. The gauge-
invariant states representing the Ψi and Ψj were passed
to a noise-free quantum simulator. Time evolution is
performed with trotterization step δt = 0.5 and βW = 0.8.
The expectation value of one plaquette is measured versus
t (Fig. 3). The real-time code is written in qiskit [52] and
simulated for 10 shots per configuration. In additional to
the uncertainty from StN, other statistical uncertainties
are the classical Monte Carlo variance and the finite
quantum shots. We estimate one systematic, finite δt, by
the maximum deviation between the exact and trotterize
βW →∞ results of [5]. The error budget is in Table I.
We also perform APE smearing to improve the StN.
Due to the small lattice, we only smear link U3 with
α = 0.7. Agreement is found with the unsmeared results.
The average number of D4 elements that U3 samples goes
from n = 3.08(2) to neff = 2.98(2). 〈δij〉ρ increases
from 7.8% to 10.0%. From this, we naively estimate an
increased StN of (3.08/2.98)V for larger lattices.
The reduction in circuit depth is a crucial advantage
of this procedure. Adiabatic state preparation requires
repeated time evolution, requiring ∼ 1000 gates per step
for the D4 model. By contrast, preparing Ψi requires only
∼ 1000 gates, a substantial savings. For larger lattices, the
preparation cost for Ψi is expected to be O(V ), whereas
adiabatic methods are generally O(V 4/3) for a 3d lattice.
We have proposed a method for computing real-time
observables without performing the expensive step of
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FIG. 3. (left) Expectation value of Re TrP1 = U†2U
†
0U3U0 vs.
t from a quantum simulator. In blue (red) is the result for
βW = 0.9 with(out) smearing α = 0.7. (right) Spatial lattice
where dashed lines indicate repeated links due to PBC.
preparing the highly-entangled state on the quantum pro-
cessor. On current quantum processors, this is a worthy
trade-off. To achieve this, we use standard lattice meth-
ods to simulate the system at low temperature, and use
the quantum processor as a black box to compute the
matrix elements between basis states. While this method
will have issues with signal to noise, a number of tech-
niques for mitigating can be applied, which may prove
manageable in the NISQ era. Theories with matter fields
integrated out on the Euclidean lattice (i.e. fermions)
are the critical next step in this line of work. Future
work could use this method to investigate properties like
PDFs [53] or domain wall dynamics [54].
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OBC Normalization
Naively, the exponentially-small normalization 〈δij〉ρ
requires ∼ eV measurements (in fact, infinitely many for
continuous fields). In this appendix we describe how to
compute this normalization in polynomial time in the
volume. The idea is to interpolate between the OBC and
PBC by gradually turning on a term coupling the first
and last time-slices (Ψi and Ψj). Chose f(α)ij such that
f(1)ij = δij and f(0)ij = 1. Defining an interpolating
distribution ρ(α)ij = ρijf(α)ji, we note that the ρ(1)
imposes periodic boundary conditions while ρ(0) has the
original open boundary conditions. The relative normal-
ization between ρ(αi) and ρ(αj) is given by
N(αi, αj) =
〈
ρ(αj)
ρ(αi)
〉
ρ(αi)
=
〈
f(αj)
f(αi)
〉
ρ(αi)
. (5)
6This normalization is multiplicative in the sense that
N(α, α′)N(α′, α′′) = N(α, α′′). As a result, N(0, 1) ≡
〈δij〉ρ can be computed by subdividing it into N terms,
N(0, 1) =
∏N−1
i=0 N(αi, αi+1). The performance of this
method is sensitive to the choice of interpolating α: if
the αi are chosen such that all N(αi, αi+1) = e−V/N then
∼ NeV/N measurements are required. Choosing N ∼ V ,
we see that the measurement of 〈δij〉ρ can indeed be
performed in polynomial time.
